Fall 2013

GSAH 312 Media Mobility

Instructor Information
Dr. John Monberg
Office Hours: Tu, Tr: 3:00-5:00
263 Bessey Hall
Email: jmonberg@msu.edu
Homepage: http://www.msu.edu/~jmonberg/
Course Overview
How do new communication technologies transform community? This class will explore communication spaces communities need to respond to the challenges of globalization. In part, we will explore
the big picture--the technological and economic logics, contrasting regulatory regimes, and styles of
cultural production in the move from an industrial to an experience economy. We will pay special
attention to the distinctive arts culture across a range of global cities.
But this course will also focus on the local, as we focus on changes in urban experience with the rise
of ubiquitous internet access, smart phones, and location-aware technologies. In mapping local cultural activities, students will develop new media literacies needed for effective participation in a
world of user generated content and will gain a deeper sense of the professional practice of local
artists in the Greater Lansing community. The semester will culminate in a video profile designed for
The Ave, (http://theave.us/).
How is the new media environment we live in shaping us? How can we have a voice in shaping the
community we live in? These questions are deeply connected and raise a series of other questions.
How are we connected with others? How do we know what is true? How does the Web affect our
focus, the quality of our analysis, and our ability to reflect? What writing skills are needed for a successful career in an information economy? How can cities respond to the challenges of globalization, economic change, and environmental problems? What separates and what connects us as a
society? Through a variety of course readings we will explore some of the most important themes in
American thought-democracy, community, religion, progress, frontier, technology and many more.
These are big questions, so find something you care about and pursue it with a passion.
In every assignment this semester, we will pay attention to the tight connections among writing, reading, and research. Students will have numerous opportunities to conceive, draft, revise, and complete
projects tailored to various audiences. Understanding the writing process is even more important
today because new forms of writing--web-pages, instant messages, databases, interactive billboards-have different audience expectations, different presentation styles and different persuasive strategies. In every assignment this semester, we will pay attention to the tight connections among writing,
reading, and research. Writing will also be an important tool and vehicle for thinking about the
readings, preparing for class discussion, and developing your own ideas.

Course Goals and Objectives
Students who successfully complete this course will be able to demonstrate:
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• A deep theoretical understanding of how media and globalization changes contemporary experience;
• An appreciation of a range of specific urban contexts, and how they’ve been transformed by technology, culture and economics;
• Competency in basic ethnographic research techniques including field work and contextual interviewing;
• Work within a repertoire of genres and modes—including digital media—to meet appropriate rhetorical purposes;
• The ability to locate, critically evaluate, and employ a variety of sources for a range of purposes;
• A playful attitude toward language.

Required Texts
One book is required:
Bicycle Diaries by David Byrne
Read all of the materials before the class they are assigned for on the class schedule.
Note: Please bring the textbooks to class with you on a regular basis. We will create concept maps
and other activities that will require unpacking the details of the reading.
Policies
Attendance requires more than your physical presence. Come to class having done the readings and
be prepared to contribute to class discussion and class exercises. We will spend the limited time we
have together focused on deepening our understanding of the key concepts from the readings that
you will use for your assignments. There will be in class work shops, new media composition sessions, and planning sessions for assignments, so bring your books and other resources to class. We
will make extensive use of Internet resources and we will often shift attention from individual to group
to class work. Keep focused.
You are allowed three unexcused absences. Every additional absence will subtract 50 points from
your semester total. If you see me in advance, absences maybe excused for sanctioned university
activities or religious holidays. Absences may be excused in the case of a medical emergency if a
doctor's note is provided.
Assignment Due Dates
Because your writing group will depend on your ability to stay on deadline, no late work will be accepted. Any exceptions to this policy must be made by written petition and approved by me before
the due date; computer or printer problems are not acceptable excuses for projects not turned in at
the time and date required. Late projects are subject to a 1.0 grade deduction; an additional 1.0
grade deduction may be applied for each day they are late thereafter. In-class activities, reading
responses, and some group work assignments cannot be “made-up.”
E-mail Correspondence
If you need to contact me by e-mail, please include “GSAH 312” in the subject line of your message.
This will ensure your e-mail reaches the appropriate folder in my in-box. Please remember that fac-
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ulty members (like you) juggle multiple commitments. I will do my best to respond to e-mails within
24 hours, Monday – Friday, 9:00 am – 5:00 pm. Please do not contact me by e-mail about your
grades. Because of privacy issues, instructors are discouraged from corresponding with students
about their grades over e-mail. Thus, all grade concerns should be addressed either during office
hours, an appointment, or if it is a very quick matter, just after class. This policy applies to all graded
work, preliminary grades, and final grades for the course.
In providing an educational climate that is positive and discrimination free, conduct that creates an
intimidating, hostile, or offensive environment will not be tolerated in class discussions or computer
exercises.
Plagiarism
Stealing and passing off as your own someone else’s ideas or words, or using information from another’s work without crediting the source, is called “plagiarism.” Some specific examples of actions
that constitute plagiarism include pasting together uncredited information from the Internet or published sources, submitting an entire paper/project written by someone else, submitting a paper written for another class (and thus not original work), and copying another student’s work (even with the
student’s permission). In order to avoid unintentional plagiarism and to represent your work honestly, you will need to be meticulous about giving credit to any and all sources, whether directly
quoted (even a few words) or paraphrased.
Students who plagiarize will receive a failing grade on the assignment and may fail the course. For
specific MSU policies on academic honesty, see Spartan Life: Student Handbook and Resource
Guide (http://www.vps.msu.edu/SpLife/index.htm), especially General Student Regulations 1.0,
“Protection of Scholarship and Grades,” and the all-University Policy on Integrity of Scholarship and
Grades and Academic Honesty.
ADA
MSU’s Resource Center for Persons with Disabilities (RCPD)
Students with disabilities that may interfere with completing your course work should contact the Resource Center for Persons with Disabilities:
http://www.rcpd.msu.edu/, 122 Bessey Hall, (517) 884-RCPD (4-7273), TTY: (517) 355-1293
MSU complies with all federal and state laws and regulations regarding discrimination, including the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA). If you have a disability that could affect your performance in this class or that requires an accommodation under the Americans with Disabilities Act,
please see me as soon as possible so that we can make appropriate arrangements.

Assignments:
Photograph and Tagging
This assignment is meant to help you develop the skills a communicator requires in a Web 2.0 world
of user-generated content. You will also learn about the use of images as a tool for ethnographic
fieldwork, for understanding and documenting the culture of a place. It will be important to learn
both “how to” skills like making the most out of the interface, as well as the “why” skills of understanding how the rhetorical situation is different in a digital, multi-modal, collaborative world. The
composition process for this assignment requires you to take photographs, upload them to the Michigan Avenue Website, and generate appropriate and meaningful tags. This assignment is due on
October 3.
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Greater Lansing Arts Profile
You will compose a profile of a person or organization connected with the Greater Lansing Arts
community for the Our michigan Ave web site. You will conduct an interview with the person, using
techniques learned from the Powerpoint interview tips, the website link, and the video we watch in
class. You will model your profiles on the Faces of LODO and other neighborhood web site examples. You will need to write three or four paragraphs. You want to capture the distinctive character
of the person. What makes the corridor distinctive? What are the connections among M.S.U. and
Lansing? There are a number of logistical details to work out, but the key to this assignment is writing
that expresses the character of the interviewee. This assignment is due on October 24.
City Culture Presentation
You will craft a presentation to profile the distinctive culture of a specific city. About fifteen minutes of
your presentation will draw on the David Byrne chapter, the other readings for the week, and readings across the semester to focus on a key set of theoretical concepts. You will have an additional
fifteen minutes or so to present/curate a multimedia resource--a set of carefully chosen Flickr images,
a short documentary, representative music, or products of the local arts culture.
Semester Project
You can pick an case study or example you wish. You will use concepts developed across the semester to critically interpret the case study, writing a ten page paper or some digital media equivalent.

• Class Participation

100

• Reading Responses

100

• Photograph and Tagging

100

• Greater Lansing Arts Profile

200

• City Culture Presentation

200

• Semester Project

300

Course Grading
4: 1000-900 points
3.5: 899-850 points
3: 849-800 points
2.5: 799-750 points
2: 749-700 points
1.5: 699-650 points
1: 649-600 points
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Tentative Schedule
August 29 Course Overview
September 3, 6 Globalization and Social and Economic Change

David Byrne, Introduction
!

Richard Florida, “The Rise of the Creative Class”

!

“Telling Stories: The Arts and Wellbeing in North Liverpool”

September 10, 12 Exploring Cultures of the New Urban Landscape

SITRA, “Ethnography Field Guide”
Patrick Whitney and Vijay Kumar, “Faster, Cheaper, Deeper User Research”
September 17, 19 Ethnographic Urban Research

Arlene Davila, “The Marketable Neighborhood”
!

Richard Lloyd: “Neo-Bohemia; Art and Neighborhood Redevelopment in Chicago”

September 24, 26 Transforming American Cities

David Byrne, “American Cities”
!

Jane Jacobs, “The Uses of Sidewalks”

!

Eric Klinenberg and Claudio Benzecry, “Cultural Production in a Digital Age”

October 1, 3 Media and the Public Sphere
Photo and Tagging Assignment DUE October 3.

Colin Mercer, “Convergence, Creative Industries and Civil Society”
!
Manuel Castells: “The New Public Sphere”
October 8, 10 Planning the Creative City

Michael A. Peters & Daniel Araya: “The Creative Economy: Origins, Categories...”
Shiloh Krupar: “Shanghaiing the Future”
Jun Wang: “Art in Capital”
October 15, 17 Media and Social Capital

Francesca Polletta et al, “Sociology of Storytelling”
Pierre Bourdieu, “On Television”
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David Byrne, “Berlin”
October 22, 24 Creativity and Geography
Greater Lansing Arts Profile Assignment DUE October 24.

Gina Neff, “The Changing Place of Cultural Production”
David Byrne, “San Francisco”
October 29, 31 Modernity and Tradition

Anthony Giddens, “Tradition” in Runaway World
David Byrne, “Istanbul”
November 5, 7 Gentrification and Resistance

James Peck, “Struggling with the Creative Class”
David Byrne, “Buenos Aries”
November 12, 14 Urban Mobilities

Paul Dourish, Ken Anderson, and Dawn Nafus, “Cultural Mobilities”
David Byrne, “Manila”
November 19, 21 Universities and Culture

Richard Florida, Gary Gates, Brian Knudsen, and Kevin Stolarick,
“The University and the Creative Economy”
David Byrne, “Sydney”
November 26 Cultural Stereotypes

Stephen J. Shaw, “Marketing Ethnoscapes...”
David Byrne, “London”
December 3, 5

Final Project Presentations
December 10

!
Final Project DUE at 2:45 p.m.
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